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Unlimited Joules Joule Unlimited -
Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joule_Unlimited Joule
Unlimited, formerly known as Joule Biotechnologies, was a
producer of alternative energy technologies based in Bedford,
Massachusetts

Joule Unlimited - MIT Technology Review
www2.technologyreview.com/tr50/jouleunlimited/

JOHN PODESTA In March — that is, long after the election
was over — it was revealed that Mrs. Clinton's campaign
chairman had failed to disclose the receipt of 75,000 shares of
stock from a Kremlin-financed company — Joule Unlimited —
for which he served as director from 2010 to 2014, when he
joined the Obama White House in 2014. Podesta apparently
had a large chunk of the shares transferred to "Leonidio
Holdings, a brand-new entity he incorporated only on Dec.
20, 2013, about 10 days before he entered the White
House" according toSource

"This message and any attached documents contain
information from the law firm Steptoe & Johnson LLP ..."

Tony Podesta - The Washington
Post https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/tony-
podesta/gIQAhTnTAP_print.html Carol Moseley-Braun (D-Ill.).
Podesta also studied at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and Georgetown University, and received his J.D.
at the latter. In 1968, while studying at M.I.T., he signed on as a
scheduler for Eugene McCarthy's presidential run -- starting a
long personal trend of backing the Democratic loser.

Assignment Agreement for Leonidio Holdings (see
attachments) the vehicle used by John Podesta to hide Joule
shares
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[–]  2impendingdoom  0 points (+0|-0 ) 1.6 days ago 

Podesta transfered his shares to his daughter Megan Rouse. I
think Leonido Holdings was her deal. there should be posts
about this in Pizzagate from a year ago.
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Gabe is John's son. He is a JAG Lawyer
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https://archive.fo/YVPbv :

https://archive.fo/Pe80U :
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Tony Podesta - The Washington Post

WikiLeaks on Twitter: "Assignment Agreement for Leonidio
Holdings (see attachments) the vehicle used by John
Podesta to hide Joule shares t.co/UlkLQmIKU6"
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